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1. Introduction
The present work is part of a larger research project aimed at the (computer-free)
construction of the large sporadic simple groups via symmetric presentations. In this paper
we provide symmetric presentations for the classical groups Sp6(2), Sp8(2), and 3 ·O7(3).
These presentations will be used in the companion paper [1] where we present the Fischer
groups symmetrically. Using the Fischer groups as a foundation we expect in the future to
derive symmetric presentations for the Baby Monster and the Monster.
As in [8] we denote by m∗n a free product Cm ∗Cm ∗ · · · ∗Cm of n copies of the cyclic
group Cm of order m. If F = T0 ∗ T1 ∗ · · · ∗ Tn−1 is such a group, where Ti = 〈ti〉 ∼= Cm,
then permutations of the set T = {t0, t1, . . . , tn−1} certainly induce automorphisms of F .
But raising a given ti to a power of itself coprime to m, while fixing the other tj , also
gives rise to an automorphism of F . Together these automorphisms generate the group M
of all monomial automorphisms of F , which is a wreath product Hr 
 Sn, where Hr is the
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number of positive integers less than m and coprime to it). A split extension of the form
P =m∗n :N ,
whereN is a subgroup of M acting transitively (though maybe not faithfully) on the set of
cyclic subgroups T˜ = {T0, T1, . . . , Tn−1}, is called a progenitor,N is known as the control
group, its elements are monomial permutations or, more informally, permutations, and the
elements of T are called symmetric generators. Of course, N may simply permute the
set T . This will always be the case when, as in the progenitors considered in this article,
m= 2. As we will see, a lot of interesting images arise from such progenitors but the more
general case involving proper monomial action allows further fascinating possibilities.
Note that, since P = 〈N ,T 〉 and the action of N on T by conjugation is well-defined,
elements of P may be written in a canonical form by gathering the permutations on the
left-hand side. Thus every element g ∈ P may be written, essentially uniquely, as g = πw,
where π ∈N and w is a word in T . In particular, if we seek homomorphic images of P ,
as we shall be doing, the relators we must factor out will have such a form. Surprisingly,
it often suffices to factor over a single relator to obtain a finite group. This is, for example,
the case for the progenitor that we are going to consider in Theorem 3.
Many of the smaller sporadic simple groups have been constructed via “nice” symmetric
presentations. See, for example, [8] for a summary of some of these results. Ideally, the
proof that a given presentation defines the target group is carried out by manual double-
coset enumeration over N . For some larger but not “too large” sporadic groups similar
results have been obtained but with (single) coset enumeration carried out by computer,
and indeed, we admit that the presentations considered in this paper have all been checked
in this way by MAGMA [2].
We now state the main results of the present paper. For Ω a finite set we let
(
Ω
4
)
denote
the set of subsets of Ω of size 4. We call the subsets of Ω of size 1 monads and the elements
of
(
Ω
4
)
tetrads.
Theorem 1. Suppose that S10 acts naturally on the ten element setΩ = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,
9,0} and put T = {rα | α is a tetrad}. Then
2∗210 :S10
((45)r1234)3; (12)(34)(56)r1234r1256r3456r7890
∼= Sp8(2).
In the next theorem we deviate (already) from our standard definition of a progenitor
and allow the control group to have two orbits on the symmetric generators.
Theorem 2. Suppose that S7 acts naturally on the seven element set Ω = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
and put T = {si, sα | i is a monad and α is a tetrad}. Then
2∗(7+35) :S7
(s1(12))3; (s1234(45))3; (12)(34)(56)s1234s1256s3456s7
∼= Sp6(2).
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of Sp8(2) as given in Theorem 1. To do this we identify S7 with the centralizer of
〈(1,2), (2,3)〉 in S10 and then we have the following presentation of Sp6(2).
Corollary 1.1. Suppose that S7 acts on Ω = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0} fixing the subset
{1,2,3} pointwise. Let
T = {rα | α a tetrad in Ω such that either {1,2,3} ⊂ α or α ∩ {1,2,3} = ∅}.
Then
2∗(7+35) :S7
(r1234(45))3; (r4567(78))3; (56)(78)(90)r1234r5678r5690r7890
∼= Sp6(2).
In Section 4 we have our first look at a progenitor 2∗13056 : Sp8(2). Although we will
not consider homomorphic images of it until the forthcoming paper [1], it is appropriate
to include this here because the progenitor 2∗288 : Sp6(2) from Theorem 3 can be better
understood in this larger context. We understand the action of Sp8(2) on the 13056 cosets
of S10 from the work done during the proof of Theorem 1. To make our notation less
cumbersome we write the symmetric generators rα , α a tetrad, as [α]. Hence a typical
element of Sp8(2) looks like a permutation from S10 followed by a word in tetrads.
Eventually in [1] we shall factor 2∗13056 : Sp8(2) by the single relation ([1234]t∞)3 = 1
(where t∞ is a new symmetric generator which is fixed by S10) and obtain Fi23. As
an intermediate step in this calculation, here we prove the following theorem (where we
identify Sp6(2) with a subgroup of Sp8(2) via Corollary 1.1).
Theorem 3. Suppose that Sp6(2) acts (by right multiplication) on the set Ψ = {S7g | g ∈
Sp6(2)} of right cosets of a subgroup S7  Sp6(2) and put T = {tx | x ∈Ψ }. Then
2∗288 : Sp6(2)
([4567]t∞)3
∼= 3 ·O7(3),
where ∞ stands for the coset S7.
In our final section we draw attention to the relationship between our work and
presentations of Y -groups.
We say that a group G is a faithful image of P provided that G is an epimorphic image
of P , the image of N in G is isomorphic to N and the image of T is of size n and
intersects the image of N trivially. Whenever G is a faithful image of P , we identify N ,
the symmetric generators ti , i = 1, . . . ,m, and the set T , with their images in G.
We conclude the introduction with two elementary but powerful lemmas. As usual, for
t1, . . . , tk ∈ T we set N t1...tk = CN (〈t1, . . . , tk〉) and we write N (t1...tk) for the stabilizer in
N of the coset N t1 . . . tk . The latter will often be denoted by [t1 . . . tk] whereas [[t1 . . . tk]]
stands for the double-cosetN t1 . . . tkN . Also, by t1 . . . tk ∼ tl . . . tm we mean that the cosets
[t1 . . . tk] and [tl . . . tm] are equal (equivalently, that t1 . . . tkt−1m . . . t−1 ∈N ).l
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N ∩ 〈ti , tj , . . .〉 CN
(N ti tj ...).
Proof. Easy (see [7, Lemma 1]). ✷
Lemma 1.3. Assume that G is a faithful image of P . Suppose that the elements of T are
involutions and that T is equipped with the structure of a graph Γ such that two vertices
ta, tb,∈ Γ are adjacent if and only if there is an involution πab ∈N interchanging ta and
tb and which satisfies
tatbta = πab.
Then for all 2-paths (ti , tk, tj ) in Γ we have πjk ∈N (ti tj ).
Proof. Let ti , tj , tk be as in the statement of the lemma. Then
N ti tjπjk =N ti tktj =Nπikti tj =N ti tj .
Hence the assertion. ✷
2. Sp8(2) as image of 2∗210 : S10
In this section we study the progenitor PN = 2∗210 : S10 and prove Theorem 1. We
considerN = S10 acting in the natural way on the 10-element set Ω = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,
9,0}. The 210 symmetric generators are indexed by the (104 )= 210 subsets of Ω of size 4.
By abuse of language, we will call these subsets as well the symmetric generators tetrads.
However, this should not cause any confusion. We write [α] for the symmetric generator
corresponding to the tetrad α. Thus our set of symmetric generators is
TN =
{
[α] | α ∈
(
Ω
4
)}
,
where the elements of T are involutions. We remark that since we have chosen to write our
symmetric generators in square brackets, a typical coset N [1234] will be abbreviated by
[[1234]] and a double-coset N [1234]N by [[[1234]]]. However, we will avoid the latter
notation.
To prove Theorem 1 we must factor our progenitor over the relations:
(N1) ((45)[1234])3 = 1; and
(N2) (12)(34)(56) = [1234][1256][3456][7890].
Let
L= 2
∗210 : S10 = 〈N , [1234] | (N1), (N2)〉.(N1); (N2)
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the ultimate origin of the relation (N1) (of course understanding why groups are presented
in these appealing ways is a central part of our overall goal). Some parts of the proof of
our first result are presumably well-known.
Lemma 2.1. For any n  3, Sp2n(2) is a faithful image of the progenitor 2∗m : S2n+2,
m= (2n+24 ), factored by the relation (N1).
Proof. We consider X = S2n+2, n  3, acting on its (2n + 2)-dimensional permutation
module, say V , over GF(2). Let {v1, v2, . . . , v2n+2} be the natural basis for V . Then
by considering the support of a typical vector in V , we may identify each vector in V
with a subset of Ω = {1,2, . . . ,2n + 2} and we do this. Let V0 be the subspace of V
generated by all the subsets of even size, and let W = V0/〈Ω〉. Then X acts on W (which
is of dimension 2n) and preserves on W the non-degenerate symplectic form f given by
f (A,B)= |A∩B| (mod 2). This gives an embedding of X into Sp2n(2).
Now suppose that A is an arbitrary non-zero vector in V0 (even-sized subset). Define
tA :W →W by
tA :B + 〈Ω〉 →
(
B + f (A,B)A)+ 〈Ω〉.
It is straightforward to prove that these maps are well-defined transformations of W
and that they act as transvections. In fact this defines all the transvections of Sp2n(2) and,
in particular, two of them are equal if and only if the subsets used in their definition are
equal or complements in Ω . Now the transvections which correspond to the transpositions
of S2n+2 are precisely the ones which correspond to two element subsets {i, j } ⊂ Ω . In
particular, as n 3, the transvections which correspond to tetrads are not contained in X.
Now suppose that A and B are even subsets of Ω . Then, as tA and tB are transvections,
we have that 〈tA, tB〉 is either elementary abelian of order 4 or is isomorphic to S3. We
check that the latter situation arises if and only if f (A,B) = 1 and in this case the three
involutions of S3 are tA, tB and tA.B (where tA.B represents the symmetric difference
of A and B). Set Y = 〈X, tA | A⊂Ω, |A| = 4〉. Then we have shown that Y is a faithful
image of the progenitor 2∗m : S2n+2 where m=
(2n+2
4
)
factored by the relation (N1). We
finally demonstrate that Y coincides with Sp2n(2). We do this by showing that Y contains
all the transvections of Sp2n(2). Let A be an even subset of V0 chosen so that tA /∈ X
and |A| is as small as possible. Further, as tA = tA, we may assume that |A| |Ω |/2 and|A| 6. Choose a 3-element subset A1 of A and let x ∈Ω\A. Then put B1 = A1 ∪ {x}
and B2 = (A\A1) ∪ {x}. So, for i = 1,2, we have |Bi |< |A| and consequently tBi ∈ S for
i = 1,2. Therefore, as t tB2B1 = tB1.B2 = tA, we have a contradiction to our assumption that
tA /∈X and this ends the proof of the lemma. ✷
A full investigation of the progenitors in Lemma 2.1 and the relations necessary to
provide presentations is being undertaken by the first author. We also point the reader to
the work of Grams [9] in this context.
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is a faithful image of 2∗210 : S10 factored by (N1) and (N2).
Proof. It is easy to see that any vector from W fixed by the element on one side of (N2) is
also fixed by the element on the other side. Thus, it remains to consider vectors which are
not fixed by either of them. Since W is obviously generated by the 2-subsets of Ω we can
restrict ourselves to those. Therefore, (up to conjugation) there are just the two cases {1,3}
and {1,7}. Now
{1,3}[1234][1256][3456][7890] = {1,3}[1256][3456][7890]
= {2,3,5,6}[3456][7890]
= {2,4} = {1,3}(12)(34)(56)
and
{1,7}[1234][1256][3456][7890] = {2,3,4,7}[1256][3456][7890]
= {1,3,4,5,6,7}[3456][7890]
= {1,3,4,5,6,8,9,0}= {2,7} (mod Ω)
= {1,7}(12)(34)(56),
where we use our tetrad notation, writing [1234] for the element t{1,2,3,4}. Thus we see
that Y = 〈S, [1234]〉 is a faithful image of 2∗210 : S10 factored by the relations (N1) and
(N2). ✷
Before proceeding now to the double-coset enumeration of L over N let us make two
remarks. First, from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have that Sp8(2) is a faithful image of L and
we may use this fact in our forthcoming enumeration. In particular, when we determine
subgroups of stabilizers in N of certain double coset representatives we will be able to
assert that they coincide with the full stabilizing subgroups because in the known image
the stabilizer is no bigger. To make this observation easy to use we now list the suborbits
for Sp8(2) over S10. They are of sizes 1, 210, 1575, 5600, and 5670 with stabilizers S10,
S4 × S6, Z2 × S4 
 2, S3 
 3, and 25.Frob(20).
The second remark concerns the enumeration itself and our proof. As mentioned in the
introduction, apart from showing that L∼= Sp8(2), for our later investigations we need to
be able to compute inside the group. So from time to time we carry out calculations more
explicitly than we would have to if we only wanted to know that two cosets are equal.
We begin our proof of Theorem 1 with the following straightforward but useful lemma.
Lemma 2.3.
(i) (45)= [1234][1235][1234] and ([1234][1235])3= 1.
(ii) [1234][1256]= [1256][1234] and [3456][7890]= [7890][3456].
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order 3 and any two tetrads intersecting evenly commute.)
Proof. (i) is just another formulation of (N1) and the first equality in (ii) can be proved by
conjugating both sides of (N2) by (35) (46). Now (N2) is equivalent to
[1256][1234](12)(34)(56)= [3456][7890]
and we have just shown that the element on the left hand side of this equation is an
involution. So the element on the right hand side must also be an involution. Thus the
last assertion in (ii) follows since [3456][7890] is a product of two involutions. ✷
2.1. Cosets of length at most one. The double-coset of N obviously contains just one
single coset and the double-coset of [1234] contains the 210 single cosets corresponding
to tetrads with N [1234] ∼= S4 × S6.
2.2. Extensions of [1234]. By (N1) we have
[1234][1235]= (45)[1234]∼ [1234]
and so [[1234]] is fixed by any of the 4 · 6 = 24 tetrads intersecting it in three elements.
Next, we deduce from (N2) and Lemma 2.3(ii) that
[1234][1256]= [1256][1234]∼ [3456][7890]= [7890][3456]
and so
N ([1234][1256])=N ([3456][7890]) 〈N [1234][1256],N [3456][7890]〉.
It is fairly easy to determine that the group on the right hand side is isomorphic to
Z2×S4 
Z2. So this must be the whole stabilizer of [[1234][1256]] and the double-coset of
[1234][1256]must be of size 1575= 10!2·4!·4!·2 . In the remainder of this work, our canonical
name for such a single coset will however be one in terms of two non-intersecting tetrads.
Thus, we would rather call the above coset [[3456][7890]] instead of [[1234][1256]].
It remains to consider tetrads which intersect [1234] just in one element.
[1234][1567] = [1234].[2348][2390][4890](23)(48)(90)
= (18)[1234][2390].[4890](23)(48)(90)
= (184)(23)(90)[5678][1490].[4890](23)(48)(90)
= (184)(23)(90)[5678](18)[1490](23)(48)(90)
= [1567][1890]
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that
[1234][1567]= [1567][1890]= [1890][1234] (1)
from which it is straightforward to deduce thatN ([1234][1567]) contains a subgroup S3 
Z3.
Again, this must be the whole stabilizer of [[1234][1567]] and the double-coset of
[1234][1567]must be of size 5600= 10!63·3 .
2.3. Extensions of [1234][5678]. It follows from Section 2.2 that multiplication with
[1234], [5678], and with any of the 2 · 6 = 12 tetrads [ab90] where a, b ∈ {5,6,7,8} or
a, b ∈ {5,6,7,8} reduces [1234][5678] to a word of length one. Representatives for the
orbits of N ([1234][5678]) on the remaining tetrads are [1239] (16 such), [1590] (16 such),
[1235] (32 such), [1259] (96 such), [1256] (36 such). We investigate each of these in turn.
Now
[1234][5678][1239] = [1234][1239][5678] (by Lemma 2.3(ii))
= (49)[1234][5678]∼ [1234][5678]
and
[1234][5678][1590] = (12)(34)(90)[3490][1290][1590]
= (125)(34)(90)[3490][1290]
= (15)[1234][5678]∼ [1234][5678].
So we have two orbits each of size 16 of tetrads which fix [[1234][5678]]. Furthermore,
[1234][5678][1235]= [5678][1234][1235]= (45)[4678][1234]∼ [4678][1234]
and
[1234][5678][1259] = (12)(34)(90)[3490][1290][1259]
= (12)(34)(950)[3459][1290]
∼ [3459][1290]
which gives two orbits of sizes 32 and 96, respectively, which join [[1234][5678]] to a
coset in the double-coset of [1234][1567]. Finally, multiplication by [1256] will extend
[1234][5678] to a reduced word of length three and we leave the consideration of this case
for Section 2.5.
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[1234][1567]= [1567][1890]= [1890][1234]
holds and so there are three tetrads which reduce [1234][1567] to a word of length
one. Representatives for the orbits of N ([1234][1567]) on the remaining tetrads are [1235]
(27 such), [2348] (9 such), [1238] (27 such), [2345] (9 such), [1258] (27 such), [2356]
(27 such), and [2358] (81 such). Now
[1234][1567][1235]= [1890][1234][1235]= (45)[1890][1234]∼ [1234][1567]
and
[1234][1567][2348]= [1890][1234][2348]= (18)[1890][1234]∼ [1234][1567]
which gives two orbits of sizes 27 and 9 of tetrads which fix [[1234][1567]]. Furthermore,
[1234][1567][1238] = [1890][1234][1238]= (48)[1490][1234]
= (148)(23)(90)[2390][5678]
and
[1234][1567][2345]= [1890][1234][2345]= (15)[5890][1234]∼ [1234][5890]
which gives two orbits of sizes 27 and 9 of tetrads which join [1234] [1567] to a coset in
the double-coset of [1234] [5678]. Next
[1234][1567][1258] = [1890][1234][1258]= (12)(34)(58)[2590][6790][3458]
= (1582)(34)(67)(90)[2567][1348][3458]
= (582)(34)(67)(90)[1267][1348]∼ [1267][1348]
and
[1234][1567][2356] = [1890][1234][2356]= (14)(23)(56)[4890][7890][1456]
= (174)(23)(56)[4890][1456]∼ [4890][1456],
and so there are also two orbits each of size 27 of tetrads which do not fix [[1234][1567]]
but join it to another coset in the same double-coset. Finally,
[1234][1567][2358] = [1890][1234][2358]= (14)(23)(58)[4590][6790][1458]
= (1584)(23)(56)(90)[4567][1238][1458]
∼ [4567][1823][4518]
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Section 2.3 this implies that there is just one double-coset of words of length 3, namely,
this one.
2.5. The double-coset of [1234][5678][1256]. First of all, it follows from Section 2.3
that N ([1234][5678])∩N [1256] ∼= Z2 × (22) 
Z2. Now
[1234][5678][1256] = (12)(56)(78)[1234][1278][3490]
= (12)(56)(78)[1278][3490][1234]
∼ [1278][3490][1234]= ([1234][5678][1256])(3795)(4806)
and also
[1234][5678][1256] = (12)(56)(78)[1234][1278][3490]= (34)(56)[3478][5690][3490]
∼ [3478][9056][3490]= ([1234][5678][1256])(13759)(24860).
From this it follows that |N ([1234][5678][1256]) :N ([1234][5678])∩N [1256]| 10 and
[1234][5678][1256] ∼ [3478][9056][3490]∼ [7856][1290][7812]
∼ [5678][3412][5634]∼ [9056][7834][9078]
∼ [1278][3490][1234]∼ [3456][7812][3478]
∼ [7890][5634][7856]∼ [5612][9078][5690]
∼ [9034][1256][9012].
(The subgroup 〈(13759)(24860), (3795)(4806)〉 of N ([1234][5678][1256]) acts on the set of
five pairs {(12), (34), (56), (78), (90)} as〈
(12,34,78,56,90), (34,78,90,56)
〉∼= Z5 :Z4 ∼= Frob(20).)
So there are 1575·3610 = 5670 single cosets in the double-coset of [1234][5678][1256].
By the above, representatives for the orbits of N ([1234][5678][1256]) on tetrads are [1234]
(10 such), [1235] (80 such), [1257] (40 such), [1357] (80 such), where the first 10 reduce
[[1234][5678][1256]] to a coset in the double-coset of [1234][5678]. Now
[1234][5678][1256][1235] = (36)[1246][3578][1256]= (36)[3578][1246][1256]
= (36)(45)[3478][1246]∼ [3478][1246]
which is in the double-coset of [1234][1567]. Finally,
[1234][5678][1256][1257]= (67)[1234][5678][1256]∼ [1234][5678][1256]
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[1234][5678][1256][1357] = [1234][1357][5678][1256]
= (13)(24)(57)[2457][6890][5678][1256]
= (27)(45)[1347][1235][1256][5678]
= (27)(45)(36)[1467][1235][5678]
= (126375)(48)(90)[2345][1678][1458]
∼ [2345][1678][1458],
where the penultimate line follows from the calculation at the end of Section 2.4. Hence,
there are no extensions of [1234][5678][1256] to a word of length four and we are finished.
Proof of Theorem 1. We have shown that
|L :N | = 1+ 210+ 1575+ 5600+ 5670= 13056= ∣∣Sp8(2) :S10∣∣.
So |L| = |Sp8(2)|. On the other hand, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, Sp8(2) is a homomorphic
image PN satisfying (N1) and (N2). Hence L∼= Sp8(2). ✷
In Fig. 1 we give the Cayley diagram, which describes the action of the control subgroup
N on its cosets in L. Each “oval” represents an orbit of N and the number inside the oval
is the length of this orbit. Next to each orbit we record a typical representative from it.
For two orbits O1, O2 which are joined by a line and for α ∈ O1, the number next to O1
attached to the line from O1 from O2 is the number of edges from α to a representative of
O2. Here, α is joined by an edge to all cosets αt where t is a symmetric generator. This
number is written as a sum according to the sizes of the orbits of the coset stabilizer N (α)
on the set of these edges. The remaining number next to each orbit has the similar meaning
with respect to joins to itself.
Fig. 1. The Cayley diagram of Sp8(2) over S10.
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[1234][1235] = (45)[1234]
[1234][1256] = (12)(34)(56)[3456][abcd]
[1234][1567] = [1567][1abc] = [1abc][1234]
[1234][5678][123a] = (4a)[1234][5678]
[1234][5678][1235] = (45)[1234][4678]
[1234][5678][125a] = (12)(34)(5ba)[a678][a345]
[1234][5678][15a6] = (16)[1234][5678]
[1234][1567][1235] = (45)[1234][1567]
[1234][1567][123a] = (14a)(bc)(23)[23bc][567a]
[1234][1567][125a] = (25a)(34)(bc)(67)[1267][134a]
[1234][1567][2345] = (15)[1234][5abc]
[1234][1567][2345] = (la)[1234][1567]
[1234][1567][2356] = (174)(23)(56)[4abc][4156]
[1234][1567][235a] = (15a4)(23)(bc)(67)[1a23][6745][1a45]
[1234][5678][1278][1357] = (17)(2835)(46)(ab)[1658][2347][1647]
[1234][5678][1278][1235] = (12)(3645)(78)[65ab][6124]
[1234][5678][1278][1257] = (58)[1234][5678][1278]
As a by-product, we have deduced all the necessary information to reduce products of
tetrads to their canonical shortest form. Since this will be used (implicitly) throughout the
rest of this paper and also in [1], we summarize the result in Table 1.
3. Sp6(2) as image of 2∗(7+35) :S7
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Relaxing our usual requirement that our control
subgroup acts transitively on the symmetric generators we consider a “progenitor” PM =
2∗(7+35) :S7. Here, the symmetric generators are labelled by the 7 monads and 35 tetrads
of Ψ = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}, where the control subgroupM= SymΨ ∼= S7 acts naturally on
the symmetric generators. We factorize the progenitor over the following relations:
(M1) s1s2s1 = (12);
(M2) s1234s1235s1234 = (45); and
(M3) s1234s1256s3456s7 = (12)(34)(56).
We first show
Lemma 3.1. Sp6(2) is a faithful image of the progenitor 2∗(7+35) :S7 and satisfies the
relations (M1), (M2), (M3).
Proof. Let N , TN , L and Ω be as in Section 2. Set X = CN (〈(89), (80)〉), si = [i890],
s1234 = [1234], and consider Ψ as a subset of Ω . It easily follows from (N1) and (N2)
that X and S = {si | i ∈ Ψ } ∪ {sabcd | [abcd] a tetrad in Ψ } satisfy the definition of the
progenitor 2∗(7+35) : S7 as well as the relations (M1), (M2), and (M3). By construction
Y = 〈X,s1, s1234〉  CL(〈(89), (80)〉)∼= Sp6(2). Since the 21 transpositions (ij) ∈X, the
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transvections, Y contains all the 63 = 21+7+35 transvections of Sp6(2) and we conclude
that equality holds. ✷
Let
K = 2
∗(7+35) :S7
(M1); (M2); (M3) =
〈M, s1, s1234 | (M1), (M2), (M3)〉.
So Lemma 3.1 shows that Sp6(2) is an epimorphic image of K and, just as in the
enumeration in Section 2, we are able to avoid expressions like “at most” in our double-
coset enumeration. We begin the determination of the order of K with some lemmas.
Set K0 = 〈M, s1〉. So K0 K and our first lemma immediately tells us the order of this
subgroup.
Lemma 3.2. K0 ∼= S8.
Proof. Since K0 maps to a subgroup isomorphic to S8 in Sp6(2), K0 is a faithful image
of 2
∗7:S7
s1s2s1=(12) . However, by the well-known Coxeter presentations for Sn+1 (see [6] for
example), we have 2∗n:Sn
s1s2s1=(12)
∼= Sn+1. The result now follows. ✷
We can follow this Coxeter group observation much further. Set J = 〈M, s1234〉. Then
our additional relation (M2) simply states that J is a quotient of the Coxeter group of type
E7 ∼= Sp6(2)× 2. Relation (M3) draws the generator s1 into J and so J =K . Finally we
note that relations (M1), (M2) and (M3) together imply thatK is perfect. Thus we conclude
that K ∼= Sp6(2) as claimed in Theorem 2.
However, given the subgroupK0 ∼= S8, we can and will present an elementary and direct
enumeration which also proves our claim.
Lemma 3.3. The elements s1234 and s1256 commute.
Proof. Conjugating the relation s1234s1256s3456s7 = (12)(34)(56) by (35)(46) swaps s1234
and s1256 while fixing everything else. ✷
Lemma 3.4. The elements s1234 and s5 commute.
Proof. From the third relation, we get
s3456s7 = s1256s1234(12)(34)(56),
where the right-hand side is a product of mutually commuting involutions and so s3456s7
has order 2. The result now follows by conjugation in S7. ✷
Lemma 3.5. We have ss1 = s1567.1234
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s
s1
1234 = ss2345s2367s4567(23)(45)(67)1234 = (15)s2367s4567(23)(45)(67)
= (15)s4567(23)(45)(67)= s(23)(45)(67)1467 = s1567.
Note that (15)s4567 = s1467 follows from the fact that (15), s1467 and s4567 are the 3
involutions of an S3. ✷
From now on, we shall write si as (i8). We already have seen that the symmetric
generator s1234 commutes with the subgroup 〈(12), (13), (14), (56), (57)〉 ofK0 (this much
is inM). Also, Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 imply that s1234 commutes with the elements (58) and
(18)(27)(36)(45) of K0. So s1234 commutes with the subgroup
J = 〈(12), (13), (14), (18)(27)(36)(45)〉∼= S4 
 2
of index 35 in K0. So we can label s1234 by the partition 1234 · 5678 (= 5678 · 1234) as
s1234·5678 and have that K0 acts naturally on the sabcd ·efgh by permuting the subscripts.
Writing [ abcd
efgh
] for sabcd ·efgh, we see that
〈
K0,
[
1234
5678
]〉
= 〈M, s1, s1234〉 =K.
Now of the relations we appended to our original symmetric presentation, the first one is
absorbed into K0, and so K is a homomorphic image of
2∗35 : S8
[ 12345678 ][ 12354678][ 12345678 ] = (45); [ 12345678][ 12563478 ][ 12783456] = (12)(34)(56)(78)
,
which is a presentation that is also mentioned in [3].
We now perform a (K0,K0)-double coset enumeration and use g ∼ h to mean that
K0g =K0h. The double cosets of length at most 1 are K0K0 =K0 and K0[ 12345678 ]K0, and
these contain 1 and 35 single cosets, respectively. The possible extensions to length 2
double cosets are K0[ 12345678 ][ 12354678]K0 and K0[ 12345678 ][ 12563478]K0. The calculations[
1234
5678
][
1235
4678
]
= (45)
[
1234
5678
]
∼
[
1234
5678
]
and [
1234
5678
][
1256
3478
]
= (12)(34)(56)(78)
[
1278
3456
]
∼
[
1278
3456
]
show that neither of these extensions is proper. This completes the enumeration and shows
that K0 has 36 cosets in K .
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|Sp6(2)|. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1, Sp6(2) is a homomorphic image of K . Hence
K ∼= Sp6(2). ✷
4. The progenitor PL = 2∗13056 : Sp8(2)
In this section we take our first look at the progenitor PL = 2∗13056 : Sp8(2) and
prove some results which follow more or less immediately from its definition. As control
subgroup we take L∼= Sp8(2) and we identify L with the group L= 〈N , [1234]〉 ∼= Sp8(2)
constructed in Section 2. Our set TL of 13056 symmetric generators corresponds to the set
of 13056 cosets ofN in L or, equivalently, to the set of vertices of the graph ΓL displayed
in Fig 1. They are labelled by the symbol ∞ forN ∼= S10 and by reduced (modN ) words
w in tetrads from the set Ω = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0}. Thus, TL consists of
(i) One symmetric generator t∞ which is fixed by Lt∞ =N .
(ii) 210 symmetric generators of shape tabcd where [abcd] is a tetrad. The stabilizer of
tabcd in Lt∞ is isomorphic to S4 × S6.
(iii) 1575 symmetric generators of shape tij |abcd.efgh where ij |abcd.efgh stands for
the word [abcd][efgh] = [efgh][abcd]. The stabilizer of tij |abcd.efgh in Lt∞ is
isomorphic to Z2 × S4 
 2.
(iv) 5600 symmetric generators of shape ta|bcd.efg.hij , where a|bcd.efg.hij stands for
the word [abcd][aefg] = [ahij ][abcd] = [aefg][ahij ] (see Eq. (1) in Section 2).
The stabilizer of ta|bcd.efg.hij in Lt∞ is isomorphic to S3 
 3, the wreath product of
Sym{b,c,d} by the cyclic group 〈(beh)(cf i)(dgj)〉. (In particular, the orientation in
which we may cycle the three S3’s is fixed.)
(v) 5670 symmetric generators of shape tab.cd.ef.gh.ij , where ab.cd.ef.gh.ij stands for
the word [abcd][efgh][abgh]. The stabilizer of tab.cd.ef.gh.ij in Lt∞ is
〈
(ab), (cd), (ef ), (gh), (ij), (acegi)(bdfhj), (ceig)(dfjh)
〉∼= 25.Frob(20).
(Note again the ordering in the five- and four-cycle.)
We remind the reader that [abcd][abef ] ∼ [cdef ][ghij ] and, therefore, we do not need to
define extra symmetric generators for pairs of tetrads intersecting in two elements.
The subgroup Lt∞ = N ∼= S10 acts on TL in the natural way induced from its
permutation action on Ω . To understand how the whole group L is operating, we have to
calculate what the images of the symmetric generators under a typical tetrad, say [1234],
are, that is, how [1234] acts by (right) multiplication on the set of right cosets of S10 in
Sp8(2). This follows from the results of Section 2 and we present the result in Table 2. In
order to make Table 2 easier to read we omit the t’s and just write their subscripts.
We remark that it is important to distinguish properly between symmetric generators and
the corresponding words as elements of L. Therefore, the latter will always, for example,
be denoted in the form [abcd], [abcd][efgh], . . . . Note that, from Lemma 2.3(i), we have
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∞←→ 1234 1 orbit
123a fixed 24 fixed points
12ab←→ 12|34ab.cdef 90 orbits
1abc←→ 1|abc.234.def 80 orbits
abcd ←→ ef |abcd.1234 15 orbits
12|3abc.4def fixed 120 fixed points
1a|234b.cdef fixed 120 fixed points
1a|23bc.4def ←→ 1|a23.def.4bc 720 orbits
ab|123c.4def ←→ c|123.4ab.def 240 orbits
ab|12cd.34ef ←→ 12.cd.ef.34.ab 270 orbits
1|23a.4bc.def fixed 720 fixed points
1|2ab.3cd.4ef ←→ 1|3ef.2cd.4ab 360 orbits
a|123.bcd.4ef fixed 240 fixed points
a|12b.34c.def ←→ b|12c.def.34a 360 orbits
a|12b.3cd.4ef ←→ 12.3b.cd.4a.ef 2160 orbits
1a.2b.3c.4d.ef ←→ 4b.1c.2a.ef.3d 1080 orbits
12.ab.3c.4d.ef fixed 1080 fixed points
[abcd][abce] = (de) while Table 2 gives t [abce]abcd = tabcd , and we do not know a priori
anything at all about t tabceabcd .
We define G= 〈L, t∞ | (L1)〉 where
(L1) ([1234]t∞)3 = 1.
Using Table 2 we observe that (L1) is equivalent to
(L1′) [1234] = t∞t1234t∞ = t1234t∞t1234.
The relation also immediately implies the following lemma which, apart from being an
interesting result on its own, will make some computations easier.
Lemma 4.1. 〈tα | [α] a tetrad〉 ∼= 〈[α] | [α] a tetrad〉 ∼= Sp8(2).
Proof. By Theorem 1 and [1234][1235] = (45) we have
Sp8(2)∼=
〈
S10, [α] | [α] a tetrad
〉= 〈[α] | [α] a tetrad〉.
Hence also
Sp8(2)∼=
〈[α] | [α] a tetrad〉t∞ = 〈[α]t∞ | [α] a tetrad〉= 〈tα | [α] a tetrad〉,
where [α]t∞ = tα is just another way to express (L1). ✷
The different suborbits of Lt∞ on ΓL will usually be referred to by their lengths, for
example, Γ210 stands for the suborbit of the 210 cosets S10[α] where [α] is a tetrad.
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v∗ = 1|234.890.567.
Note that v = v∗ but Lt∞tv = Lt∞tv∗ .
We now present three elementary lemmas:
Lemma 4.2. If w ∈ Γ1575, then t∞tw = twt∞.
Proof. Let w = 90|1234.5678. By Lemma 2.3(ii) [1234] and [5678] commute and hence
also [1234]t∞[1234] = t∞ and [5678]t∞[1234] = t [1234]5678 = tw . ✷
Lemma 4.3. If v ∈ Γ5600 then t∞tv = tv∗ t∞ and 〈t∞, tv〉 = 〈t∞, tv, tv∗〉 ∼= S3.
Proof. Let v = 1|234.567.890. We have [1234]t∞[1234] = t∞ as above, and further
[1890]t∞[1234] = tv, [1567]t∞[1234] = tv∗ . Now the statement follows from Eq. (1). ✷
We close this section with a lemma which will be of considerable value in the next
section and when we finally examine quotients of 2∗13056 : Sp8(2).
Lemma 4.4. Let u = 0|123.678.459, w = 09|1234.5678, r = 40|1235.6789, and s =
r(459). Then
(i) [tw, tu] = [tw, tu∗ ] = [tu, tr ] = [tu∗, ts] = 1, o(twtr )= o(twts)= 3.
(ii) 〈tw, tr 〉 = 〈tw, ts〉 ∼= S3.
(iii) (t∞twtutr )3 = 1 and (t∞twtutr )−1 = t∞twtu∗ ts .
Proof. (i) and (ii) can be deduced from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 by conjugating tu, tu∗ , tr and
ts with [1234][5678], tr with [0678][0123], and ts with [0123][0678]. Now it follows that
(t∞twtutr )2 = twtu∗ tr t∞t∞twtutr = tu∗ twtr twtr tu = tu∗ tr twtu
and
(t∞twtutr )3 = tu∗ tr twtut∞twtutr = tu∗ tr tut∞tutr = tu∗ tr tu∗ tr = 1.
Finally, we have
t∞twtutr t∞twtu∗ ts = twtu∗ tr twtu∗ ts = tu∗ twtr twtu∗ ts = tu∗ ts tu∗ ts = 1,
so proving (iii). ✷
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In this section we prove Theorem 3. Let PL = 2∗13056 : Sp8(2),L, and TL be as in
Section 4. Let K= CL(〈(12), (13)〉) and let TK be the set of all tx ∈ TL, which are fixed by
〈(12), (13)〉. Then K∼= Sp6(2), Kt∞ ∼= S7, and |TK | = 288= |Sp6(2) : S7|. It follows from
Section 3 that we can viewK as a homomorphic image of a “subprogenitor” 2∗(7+35) : S7 of
2∗210 : S10 and we will do so below. It will be useful to have the Cayley graph ΓK of Sp6(2)
over S7 available and we present it in Fig. 2. Note that we can consider ΓK as subgraph
of ΓL. Since all the nontrivial suborbits of L on ΓL and of K on ΓK are of different sizes
there will not arise any ambiguity if refer to them just by their sizes and omit the indices L
or K .
It is easy to see that TK consists of all the tx where x is one of the following words
∞ (1 such)
[1234] (7 such)
[4567] (35 such)
90|1234.5678 (105 such)
4|123.567.890 (140 such)
We set PK = 2∗288 :K and
H = 2
∗288 :K
(K1)
= 〈TK,K | (K1)〉,
where
(K1) ([4567]t∞)3 = 1.
Since it will make our calculations much easier we are also interested in the relation
Fig. 2. The Cayley diagram of Sp6(2) over S7.
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The following lemma shows that we are indeed allowed to use it.
Lemma 5.1. (K1) implies (K2).
To prove Lemma 5.1 we first prove the following general fact which is similar in spirit
to the results from Section 4.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that α and β are tetrads contained in {4, . . . ,9,0} with |α ∩ β| odd.
Then 〈tα, tβ〉 ∼= S3. Furthermore, if |α ∩ β| = 3, then the third involution of 〈tα, tβ〉 is the
transposition which has support α.β .
Proof. By Lemma 2.3(i) and the calculation in Section 2 we have S = 〈α,β〉 ∼= S3 and
in the case that |α ∩ β| = 3 then the third involution of S is the transposition which has
support α.β . Thus, as relation (K1) implies that αt∞ = tα , the statement is obtained by
conjugating S by t∞. ✷
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We first prove
[1230]t78|4560.1239 = t9|780.456.123. (2)
From Lemma 5.2 we have that t4569, t4560 and (90) are the three involutions of an S3. We
conjugate these elements by [9123] (and use the fact that in Sp6(2), [1230], [9123] and
(09) are also the three involutions of an S3), to obtain that t9|780.456.123, t78|4560.1239 and
[1230] are the three involutions of an S3 as well. This proves (2).
We next show that
[t∞, t78|4560.1239] = 1. (3)
This is done by conjugating the commuting elements (50) and (46) by t4780[6780] to obtain,
using Lemma 5.2, that
(50)t4780[6780] = t [6780]4580 = t78|4560.1239
and
(46)t4780[6780] = t [6780]6780 = t∞
commute as stated.
Finally, we use Eqs. (2) and (3) as well as Table 2, to conjugate 〈t4569, t7890〉 by
[4569]t78|4560.1239 to get
〈t4569, t7890〉[4569]t78|4560.1239 = 〈t∞, t9|780.456.123〉t78|4560.1239 =
〈
t∞, [1230]
〉
.
Now the lemma follows from Lemma 5.2 ✷
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relation (L1) on PL. Therefore the information contained in Tables 1 and 2, Lemmas 4.1
(with Sp8(2) replaced by Sp6(2)), 4.2 and 4.3 (with Γ1575 and Γ5600 replaced by Γ105 and
Γ140, respectively) can be proved for PK independently from PL, just using the relations
(K1) and (K2) and the construction of K as homomorphic image of 2∗(7+35) : S7. In
particular, Lemma 1.3 is applicable for ΓK with πab = [α], a =∞, and [α] a tetrad in K.
In order to establish the proof of Theorem 3 we will again carry out a manual double-
coset enumeration of H over K. In [1] we will present an alternative proof of Theorem 3,
which will however not provide us with the useful extra information that we get from the
coset enumeration.
First we will show that 3 ·O7(3) is a quotient of H . We do this by first showing that
O7(3) is a quotient of a certain infinite Coxeter group and then lift the result to its triple
cover.
Lemma 5.3. The group O7(3) is a quotient of the Coxeter group defined by the Coxeter
diagram
Proof. The method of proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. This time, however, we let
V be a 9-dimensional GF(3) vector space with basis {v1, . . . , v9} and symmetric non-
degenerate bilinear form given by extending f (vi, vi) = 1 (1  i  9) bilinearly. We
embed X = S9 into O9(3) by letting it permute the 9 basis vectors in the natural way.
Then X fixes the vector x =∑9i=1 vi and consequently it also stabilizes the hyperplane
x⊥. Since f (x, x) = 9 = 0, we see that X operates on the 7-dimensional space W =
x⊥/〈x〉. Thus X embeds in O7(3). Now we identify the distinguished generators of S9
which correspond to the A8 type Coxeter diagram with the reflections in the vectors
v1−v2, . . . , v8−v9 (corresponding to the transpositions (12), . . . , (89), respectively). Now
define w = v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 − v5 − v6 − v7 − v8 and let t be the reflection in this vector.
Then t also acts on W and we see that t together with the distinguished involutions of X
satisfy the relations indicated by the Coxeter diagram described in the lemma. It remains to
show that X and t generate O7(3). To do this we use the fact that there are 351 conjugates
of t in O7(3) and note that CX(t)∼= S4 
 2. Then, as |tX| = 315 and |(1,2)X| = 36, we see
that Y = 〈X, t〉 contains all the O7(3) conjugates of t . Thus O7(3)= Y as claimed. ✷
We mention that the Coxeter diagram in Lemma 5.3 exhibits a number of interesting
subgroups of O7(3). We let Y = O7(3) as above and use Yi to represent the group
generated by the distinguished involutions from the Coxeter diagram except the ith. We
have Y1 = Y = Y7, so we see that Y is a quotient of the Y -diagram Y322 as is well-known
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Y5 ∼= Y9 ∼= S9 and Y6 ∼= Y8 ∼= Sp6(2) (a quotient of the affine Coxeter group of type E˜7).
We further remark that Y5 and Y9 are not conjugate in Y and Y6 and Y8 are not conjugate
either. Finally we mention that Y17 ∼= 35.O5(3).2 is a quotient of E˜6 where here Y17 is the
group generated by the distinguished involutions other than the first and the seventh. So in
some ways this Coxeter diagram is a good mnemonic for recalling some of the maximal
subgroups of O7(3).
Corollary 5.4. The non-split extension 3 · O7(3) is a faithful image of the progenitor
PK = 2∗288 : Sp6(2) factorized over (K1).
Proof. We see that Y =O7(3) is a faithful image of PK by taking the image of K to be Y6
as above and then the symmetric generator t∞ is the involution corresponding to node 6 in
the Coxeter diagram in Lemma 5.3 while the relation (K1) is realized by noting that node 5
corresponds to [4567].
Consider now Y =O7(3) as an image of PK factored by (K1) and let X be (the image
of) the control subgroup. Let Ŷ = 3 · O7(3) be the non-split extension of Y by a central
subgroup of order 3 and let X̂ be the full preimage of X in Ŷ . Then X̂ ∼= Z3 × Sp6(2) and
X̂′ ∼= Sp6(2). Let [̂1230] and [̂4567] be the preimages of [1230] and [4567] in X̂′. Then
these must be involutions. Furthermore, there exists a unique involution tˆ∞ in the preimage
of t∞ in Ŷ and we must have CX̂′(tˆ∞) ∼= S7. Finally, since {ty∞ | y ∈ Y } is precisely the
conjugacy class of 3-transpositions of Y and the set of involutions in the preimage of the
latter in Ŷ is again a conjugacy class of 3-transpositions, we see that (K1) holds. Thus,
we can define a progenitor 2∗288 : Sp6(2) with control subgroup X̂′ and set of symmetric
generators {tˆ x∞ | x ∈ X̂′} which satisfies (K1) inside Ŷ . ✷
As in previous sections, Corollary 5.4 allows us to avoid expressions like “at most” in
our double-coset enumeration of H overK. For convenience of the reader we mention that
the suborbits of 3 ·O7(3) on Sp6(2) are of sizes 13,2883,1890, and 6720 with stabilizers
Sp6(2), S7, 25.S4, and S3 × S3 × S3, respectively.
5.1. Double-cosets of length less than 2. As usual, there is just one double-coset of length
0 consisting of just one single coset, namelyK, and there is one double-coset of length one,
the one with representative t∞, which contains 288 single cosets.
Now if [α] is a tetrad, then
t∞tα = [α]t∞ ∼ t∞
by (K1). So there are 7 + 35 joins from [t∞] to itself. The other cases will be considered
below.
5.2. The double-coset of t∞tw,w = 09|1234.5678. First of all, by Lemma 4.2 t∞ and tw
commute and by Lemma 1.3 and Table 2
X = 〈[1234], [5678], [xy90] | x, y ∈ {5,6,7,8}, x = y〉K(t∞tw).
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t∞tw ∼ t1234t5678 ∼ t5690t7890 ∼ t56|7890.1234t78|5690.1234,
where we can also reverse the order in any product tx ty and take conjugates under
Kt∞tw ∼= Z2 × S4 = 〈(90)〉 × Sym{5,6,7,8}. Hence, as 3 · O7(3) is an image of H , we get
exactly 2 + 2 + 6 + 6 = 16 different names for the double-coset [t∞tw], as in the known
image 3 ·O7(3).
(Alternatively, one can investigate the structure of X and show that
X = 〈[1234], [5678]〉× 〈[xy90] | x, y ∈ {5,6,7,8}, x = y〉∼= 22 × 21+2.S4,
so that X=K(t∞tw) must hold.)
To proceed further, we observe that for [α] ∈K a tetrad we have
t∞twtα = twt∞tα = tw[α]t∞ = [α]t [α]w t∞.
In particular, t∞twtα ∼ t∞tw if [α] fixes tw . From Table 2 we see that this is the case for all
conjugates under Kt∞tw of [1239], [5679], and [4590]. There are, respectively, 2, 8, and 4
such [α]. Moreover, if we take any tetrad [β] ∈K(t∞tw) and [α] as above, then
t∞twt [β]α = twt∞[β]tα[β] ∼ t∞twtα[β] ∼ t∞tw[β] ∼ t∞tw
and so we can also conjugate tα by elements in K(t∞tw)\Kt∞tw . This gives us more
symmetric generators which join t∞tw to itself. Precisely, conjugating t1239 by [5678]
and [5690] we get t40|1239.5678 and t9|123.560.478, conjugating t5679 by [1234] we get
t80|1234.5679 and conjugating t[4590] by [1234], [5678], and [6790] we get, respectively,
t4|590.123.678, t5|490.678.123 and t90|1235.4678. Taking again all conjugates under Kt∞tw we get
(2 + 12)+ 8 + (4 + 4 + 4) = 34 and so in total 34 + 14 = 48 joins from t∞tw to itself
(falling into three orbits of size 16 under K(t∞tw)).
Representatives for the remaining tetrads are [α] = [1235], [4567], and [4569]. In each
of these cases we have t [α]w = tv for some v ∈ Γ140 and they form three orbits of sizes 32,
32, and 96 under K(t∞tw). Furthermore, for x = 5|123.679.480 and γ = [1238](67)(40)
we compute (using Table 2)
t∞twtx ∼ t∞twt5|123.490,678tx = t∞tw(t5678t5480)[1235]
= t∞tw
(
t1329t4670(58)(67)(40)
)[1235]
= twt∞t1239t89|1235.4670γ
= [1239]twt∞t89|1235.4670γ (4)
∼ t5690t7890t89|1235.4670γ = t5690(t∞t4689)[7890] γ
= t5690[4689]t7890γ ∼ t69|4580.1237t7890 γ
∼ t6|123.789.450t8|123.570.469 = (t∞t7|123.468.590)[1236][6789].
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an orbit of size 32 of symmetric generators which join t∞tw to a conjugate of t∞tv .
There are two orbits each of size 16 left of symmetric generators which extend
t∞tw to a word of length three. Representatives are tu and tu∗ , u = 0|123.678.459 and
u∗ = 0|123.459.678.
5.3. The double-coset of t∞tv , v = 4|123.567.890. First of all, by Lemma 1.3 we have
〈[1234], [4567], [4890]〉K(t∞tv)
and, by Lemma 4.3, we have t∞tv = tvtv∗ = tv∗ t∞. Thus, we get t∞tv ∼ t4567t1234 =
t1234t4890 = t4890t4567 and so there are 6 names for [t∞tv] and
K(t∞tv) = 〈[1234], [4567], [4890], (56), (57), (89), (90)〉. (5)
This time, for [α] ∈K a tetrad we have
t∞tvtα = tv∗ t∞tα = tv∗ [α]t∞ = [α]t [α]v∗ t∞.
In particular, t∞tvtα ∼ t∞tv if [α] fixes tv∗ . From Table 2 we see that this is the case for all
conjugates underKt∞tv ∼= Sym{5,6,7} × Sym{8,9,0} of [1235], [4590], and [5679]. The orbits
of these under K(t∞tv) are of size 9, 27, and 9. Furthermore, also t [5690]v∗ = tx for some
x ∈ Γ140 but x = tv∗ . Under conjugation in K(t∞tv) this gives an orbit of size 54 of joins of
[t∞tv] to the same double-coset which do not fix the single coset [t∞tv]. We will later see
that there are three other orbits of joins from [t∞tv] to its own double-coset.
From the previous subsection we know that there must be four orbits of joins from
[t∞tv] to the double-coset [[t∞tw]] and representatives of these are t1238, t4568, t5890, and
t5|123.678.490 (of sizes 9, 27, 9, and 9, respectively). In the first three cases we always have
t
[α]
v∗ ∈ Γ105 while the last case can be derived from Eq. (4) in the following way. By (4) we
have (with tx as there)
t∞t7|123.468.590 ∼ (t∞twtx)[6789][1236] = (t∞tw)[6789][1236]t8|123.460.579
and so
t∞t7|123.468.590t8|123.460.579 ∼ (t∞tw)[6789][1236] ∈ Γ105.
Now conjugate this by (47)(58).
Finally, there are two orbits of size 6 of symmetric generators which extend t∞tv to a
word of length three. Representatives are t40|1238.5679 and t47|1236.5890.
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Kt∞twtu = Kt∞twtu∗ = 〈(67), (68)〉 ∼= S3. By Table 1, [1234] and [6790] fix tu, and [5678]
and [5690] fix tu∗ and so
K(t∞twtu)  〈[1234], [6790], (67), (68)〉,
K(t∞twtu∗ )  〈[5678], [5690], (67), (68)〉.
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.4(i), tu and tu∗ both commute with tw and so
t∞twtu = t∞tutw = twtu∗ t∞, (6)
t∞twtu∗ = t∞tu∗ tw = twtut∞. (7)
This shows that K(t∞tu) ∩Ktw  K(t∞twtu) and similarly that K(t∞tu∗ ) ∩Ktw  K(t∞twtu∗).
Hence, we also have
[1230], [6780], [4590]∈K(t∞twtu) ∩K(t∞twtu∗ ).
Now (40)= [1234][1230], (89)= [6790][6780] ∈K(t∞twtu) and therefore
K(t∞twtu)  〈(67), (68), (40), (89), [1234], [6790]〉=Ktr ,
where r = 40|1235.6789. Similarly, for s = 50|1239.4678 we get
K(t∞twtu∗ )  〈(67), (68), (50), (46), [5678], [5690]〉=Kts .
Since |Ktr :Ktr ∩Ktu | = 105 we see that there are 105 different names for [t∞twtu] which
come from a coset in [[t∞tw]]. On the other hand, |Ktr :Ktr ∩Ktw | = 140 and so there are
140 different names coming from a coset in [[t∞tu]]. Again, similar statements hold for
[t∞twtu∗ ]. Finally, using (6) and (7) one can prove that [t∞twtu] is fixed by t1235 and t6789,
respectively, that [t∞twtu∗ ] is fixed by t1239 and t4678. Thus, each time we get two orbits
of fixing symmetric generators, one of size 35 and the other one of size 7, and tr and ts
are the unique symmetric generators extending t∞twtu, respectively, t∞twtu∗ to words of
length four.
5.5. The double-cosets of t∞twtutr and t∞twtu∗ ts , r = 40|1235.6789, s = r(459). We
have seen in the previous section that Ktr K(t∞twtutr ). Moreover
t∞twtutr = twtu∗ tr t∞ = tr tu∗ t trw t∞ = tr tu∗ ts t∞
which shows that also Kt∞  K(t∞twtutr ). But K, is generated by Kt∞ and Ktr and so
K(t∞twtutr ) =K. Since K is transitive on the 288 symmetric generators it follows that all of
them reduce t∞twtutr to a word in [t∞twtu]. The proof that also K(t∞twtu∗ ts ) =K is almost
the same. We leave the details to the reader.
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t∞tvt40|1238.5679 = (t∞tutw)(57)(498) ∈ [[t∞twtu]].
Similarly t∞tvt47|1236.5890 ∈ [[t∞twtu∗ ]].
It remains to consider t∞tvtx for x = 58|1236.4790, x = 58|1239.4679, and
x = 8|123.590.467. Their orbits under K(t∞tv) are of sizes 54, 54, and 9, respectively.
Notice that each such word t∞tvtx must either be in the same double-coset as t∞tv or give
a new orbit of words of length three. In the latter case, multiplying t∞tvtx by a further
symmetric generator cannot yield a word in [[t∞twtu]] or [[t∞twtu∗ ]]. Hence, to show that
there are no further extensions of t∞tv and thus to finish the double-coset enumeration, for
each choice of x , it suffices to find some y such that t∞tvtxty ∈ [[t∞twtu]] ∪ [[t∞twtu∗ ]].
This is done below.
t∞tvt58|1236.4790t6|123.578.490 = t∞tv(t4790t4690)[1236]
= t∞tv[1237]t58|1236.4790
∼ (t∞tvt6|123.578.490)[1237] ∈ [[t∞twtu∗ ]],
t∞tvt58|1239.4670t40|1239.5670 = t∞tv(t4670t5670)[1239]
= t∞tv(45)t58|1239.4670
∼ (t∞tvt40|1239.5670)(45) ∈ [[t∞twtu]],
t∞tvt8|123.590.467t8|567.123.490 = t∞tv(t4678t5678)[1238]
= t∞tv(45)t8|123.590.467
∼ (t∞tvt8|123.490.567)(45) ∈ [[t∞twtu]].
We display the corresponding Cayley diagram in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. The Cayley diagram of 3 ·O7(3) over Sp6(2).
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|H :K| = 1+ 288+ 1890+ 6720+ 2 · 288+ 2
= 9447= 3 · 3159= 3 · ∣∣O7(3) : Sp6(2)∣∣,
so |H | = |3 ·O7(3)|. On the other hand, by Lemma 5.4, 3 ·O7(3) is a homomorphic image
of H . Hence H ∼= 3 ·O7(3). ✷
As a corollary we get immediately
Corollary 5.5. Let G= 2∗13056:Sp8(2)
(L1) . If G = 1 then G contains a subgroup isomorphic to
either 3 ·O7(3) or to O7(3).
6. Y -groups, the spider relation, and symmetric presentations for large sporadic
groups
In this section we establish the relationship of our presentations with the famous Y -
group presentations (see [3–5], or [10, Chapter 8]). This will lead to the identification
G∼= Fi23 as well as to an easy way of extending the progenitor PL = 2∗13056 : Sp8(2) to
progenitors for larger sporadic simple groups, including the Monster and Baby Monster.
For this purpose, we first have to determine Z(H) and to show that Z(H) becomes trivial
in the corresponding subgroup of G, which in order to avoid confusion, will be called HG
below.
Lemma 6.1. In G = PL
(L1) we have t∞tw ∼ tr tu ∼ ts tu∗ , where w = 09|1234.5678,
u= 0|123.678.459, r = 40|1235.6789, s = r(459).
Proof. In Section 4 we proved that K fixes the cosets [t∞twtutr ] and [t∞twtu∗ ts ]. Since
the permutation (16)(27)(38)(45) interchanges these two cosets and (123)(16)(27)(38)(45)=
(678)we deduce that they are also fixed byK∗ =K(16)(27)(38)(45)= CL(〈(67), (68)〉). Now
L= 〈K,K∗〉 and so L(t∞twtutr ) = L. Since (16)(27)(38)(45)∈ L we thus get
t∞twtutr ∼ (t∞twtutr )(16)(27)(38)(45)= t∞twtu∗ ts , (8)
whence t∞twtutr (t∞twtu∗ ts )−1 ∈ L. By Lemma 4.4(iii) t∞twtutr is of order three and
(t∞twtutr )−1 = t∞twtu∗ ts . This together with (8) implies that t∞twtutr ∈ L. Hence the
assertion holds. ✷
Next we exhibit the elements t∞twtutr and t∞twtu∗ ts as elements of L.
Lemma 6.2. In G= Pl
(L1) we have (459)[1230][6780]= t∞twtu∗ ts and (495)[6780][1230]= t∞twtutr .
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it suffices to prove one of the equalities. Let g = t∞twtu∗ ts and h = (459)[1230][6780].
Then
t
g∞ = t tu∗∞ = tu = th∞
and so gh−1 ∈Lt∞tu . Also
thw = t(459)[1230][6780]90|1234.5678 = t40|1235.6789 = tr = t tsw = tgw
and hence gh−1 ∈ Ltwtr . We have Lt∞twtutr = 〈(12), (13), (67), (68)〉 = Lg and it follows
from a general Lemma (see [7, Lemma 4] that g ∈ CL(Lt∞tutwtr ). On the other hand,
Lt∞tutwtr is obviously also centralized by h and so
gh−1 ∈Lt∞tutwtr ∩CL
(Lt∞tutwtr )=Z(Lt∞tutwtr )= 1. ✷
Lemma 6.3. We have Z(H)= 〈(459)[1230][6780]t∞twtutr 〉.
Proof. We have (459)[1230][6780]t∞twtutr = hg−1, where g and h are as in the proof
of Lemma 6.2 and a generator of Z(H) must clearly lie in the coset Kg−1. Furthermore,
since H/Z(H) is simple and G is not the trivial group, the only subgroup of H that could
become trivial in HG is Z(H). Thus, the statement follows by Lemma 6.2. (Note that
h ∈K .) ✷
Corollary 6.4. The subgroup HG of G generated by the subprogenitor 2∗288 : Sp6(2) is
isomorphic to O7(3).
Setting f1 = (23), e1 = (12), d1 = (01), c1 = (90), b1 = (89), a = (78), d2 = (45),
c2 = (56), b2 = (67), c3 = t∞, and b3 = [4567], in the diagram below it is easy to see that
G is generated by involutions satisfying the Coxeter relations of the Y543-diagram and that
HG is generated by the Y322-subdiagram obtained by deleting the nodes labelled, f1, e1,
and d1.
The Y532-diagram
We remark that the group presented just by the Coxeter relations of Y532 is not perfect.
In fact, it is isomorphic to 2× Fi23. But this shows that Fi23 also satisfies the relations.
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relation s10 = 1, where s = ab2c2ab1c1ab3c3. But using the results from Section 4 and
Lemma 6.2 we can also demonstrate this directly.
Lemma 6.5. s10 = 1 where s = (78)(67)(56)(78)(89)(90)(78)[4567]t∞ = (560978)
[4567]t∞.
Proof. We compute successively
s2 = (750)(869)[4680]t4567,
s4 = (705)(896)[4679][4680]t40|5689.1237t4567,
s8 = (750)(869)[4589][4679]t4|123.790.568t47|6890.1235t40|5689.1237t4567,
s10 = (705)(896)[4589]t49|5670.1238t4|123.790.568t47|6809.1235t40|5689.1237t4567.
In order to reduce this expression we replace s by s[4567]. Then we get that s10 = 1 is
equivalent to
1 = (705)(896)[4780][4567][4589]t49|5670.1238t48|1237.5690t47|6890.1235t4|123.789.560t∞
= (7598)[1234][4690]t49|5670.1238t48|1237.5690t47|6890.1235t4|123.789.560t∞.
Now t∞t4|123.789.560 = [4789][4560]t4560t4789 and t4789t47|6890.1235 = [4670]t4789.
Hence
t∞t4|123.789.560t47|6890.1235 = [4789][4560]t4560[4670]t4789
= [4589]t∞t4|123.789560
and
(
s10
)[4567][4589] = [4589](7598)[1234][4690]t49|5670.1238t48|1237.5690t4|123.789.560t∞
= (798)[4789][1234]t49|5670.1238t48|1237.5690t4|123.789.560t∞.
Finally, conjugating the right hand side of this by (407)(589) we get that s10 = 1 is also
equivalent to
1 = (459)[0459][1230]t05|4678.1239t09|1234.5678t0|123.459.678t∞
= (459)[1230][6780]tstwtu∗ t∞ = (459)[1230][6780]tstu∗ twt∞.
This last equality holds by Lemma 6.2 ✷
Since the only non-Coxeter relation which we imposed on our group G is the relation
(N2) we have thus shown
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the spider relation.
Thus, as a by-product we have also obtained an alternative way to decide whether a
group satisfying the Coxeter relations of a Ypqr -diagram is an image of Ypqr . The striking
difference is that the relation (N2) can be checked inside a Y321-subdiagram whereas the
spider relation involves the generators of the Y222-subdiagram.
Furthermore, we can now easily establish the isomorphism G ∼= Fi23 by applying
[10, Chapter 8] and observing that G is perfect, and we also see that G0 ∼= 2 · Fi22
for G0 the subgroup of G generated by deleting the nodes (23) and (12) on the above
diagram. Finally, we note that we can continue the method to get progenitors for other Y -
groups. For example, adding an involution, say r , which commutes with our “old” control-
subgroup Sp8(2) and satisfies (t∞r)3 = 1, we can produce a progenitor 2∗m : Fi23, where
m = |Fi23 : Sp8(2)|. Then we get a homomorphic image of Y533 = Y433, which must be
either the Baby Monster sporadic simple group BM or its non-split central extension 2 ·BM.
Repeating the procedure again so that we get a Y443-diagram we can similarly produce a
progenitor with control subgroup 2 · BM mapping onto the Monster group M .
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